Functional languages can be enriched with logic variables to provide new computational features such as incremental construction of data structures.
Introduction
In a functional language, an identifier obtains its value as the result of evaluation of a single applicative expression. In contrast, a logic variable in logic programming languages obtains its value incrementally by the intersection of successively applied constraints. The incorporation of logic variables into an otherwise funrti~mal language provides the programmer with a powerful tool for writing elegant and efficient programs for problems such as the construction of large arrays in scientific programming [5] , owner-coupled sets in database programming [17] etc. which are difficult to write in a purely functional language.
In this paper, we argue that logic variables play a key role in compile-time analysis and implementation of modern functional languages;. ~.e., functional languages that support non-strict data constructors. Informally, a constructor is said to be non-strict if it can produce some output even if one or -cc of its inputs are unde---__ *The author ia supported by NSF grants CCR-8702668 ant IBM Faculty Development Award. Some parts of this paper are' bawd on thr authors Sc.D. thesis awarded by M.I.T.
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fined. The classic example of such a constructor is the non-strict cons introduced by l?riedman and CVise 19'. If COGS is non-strict, the expression car(co~ns(l, e)), whw c is some non-terminating computation. returns I: in colltrast, this expression would be undefined in a language like LISP in which con:: is strict.
In conjunction with higher-order functions, non-strict data constructors can be used to write modular and elegant programs 221 and they are an important feature of most ml&rn fuuctional languages. Unfortunatel.y, non-strict constructor5 are considerably more difficult to implement than their strict counterparts.
Using non-strict constructors, a programmer can define infinite data objerts such as infinite lists and trees (e.g., in the h'liranda program z = 1:x, where : is the non-strict, infix cons operator,
I is an infinite list of l's). A naive implelnentation
HTould attempt to construct the entire 'list, resulting in dire consequences! A more successful s,trategy is to use lazy evaluation. Although z is an infinite list, it may he the case that only a few of its elements are required to produce the output of the program.
A lazy evaluator computes only those elements, not the entire list. This is achieved by suspending computations until it is established that they are needed to produce the output of the program. The process of determining which computations are required to produce the output is called demand propagation.
During the course of program execution, the result of a suspended computation may be demanded more t ban once. To avoid repeated evaluation, most lazy interpreters use the principle of gruph reduction -the first time a suspended computation is demanded, it is evaluated and its code is overwritten by the result. No computation is done on subsequent demands. Considerable experiencei has been gained over the past few years in implementing qequential and parallel lazy evaluators~24, 19,16,15,13,10~. This experience has revealed two problems.
First, there is a definite space and time penalty associated with suspending complltations. FVhen a computation is suspended, its envirorm~ent nlust be saved and this takes up storage. bloreover, every access to the result of a :uspended computation involves a check to ensure that tile com'putation has been performed and the result is available.
A second problem is that lazy evaluation of a prograrll usually cldws not exhibit much parallelism [S] . One way to ameliorate these problems is to avoid delaying computations whenever it is safe to do so: instead of being completely lazy, the interpreter performs some computations eagerly and some lazily.
To identify those computations that need not be delayed, the compiler performs strictness a7rnly-sis to locate computations that are definitely required to produce the output of the program.
At run-time. the interpreter evaluates these computations eagerly. I.ynfortunately, the complexity of algorithms that have been proposed for strictness analysis is exponential in the size of the program [S,ll] .
In this paper, we present a different approach to the efficient implementation of lazy evaluation.
Rather than start with a lazy interpreter and attempt to compile in eagerness by doing strictness analysis, we start with an eager (data-driven) interpreter and compile in laziness. To do so, we formalize the notions of demand and demand propagation, and introduce code for demand propagation explicitly into programs rather than burying it in the interpreter. Interestingly enough, there are two very different ways of introducing demand propagation code. The first method is 'functional' in that sense that all the operators required for demand propagatiou are pure functions from inputs to outputs.
This method is described in Section 3 of this paper ancl is similar to the algorithm described in [203 where it was presented as a program transformation.
.I surprising aspect of this transformation is the need for a least upper bound operator that behaves very much like unification (which is the least upper bound in the domain of first-order terms uuder the instantiation ordering).
The need for such an operator can be understood by analogy-with hIilner's algorithm for compile-time type inference. To deduce the type for a formal parameter of a function, Milner's algorithm examines the body of the function to see how the parameter is used; earh use (occurrence) of the parameter contributes some type information, and a type is inferred for the formal parameter by 'merging' all this information using unification. The algorithm for introducing demand propagation code is similar: each use of a formal parameter contributes some demand inforniation. and the overall demand for the parameter is obtainer1 by merging all this iriforniation using an operation siirlilar to unification.
What is surprising ahout tllis is tliat ('OILventional lazy evaluators based on graph reduction do not need unification to perform demand propagation at run-time.
Is the need for such an operator an unavoidable result of making demand propagation code explicit (rather than burying it in the interpreter) or is it a peculiarity of the method we chose for demand propagation'? In this paper, we provide a somewhat paradoxical answer to this puzzle. In Section 4, we present a new algorithm for introducing demand propagation code; this algorithm can also be thought of as a program transformation, hut the target language is a 'hybrid' language in which logic variables are integrated into a functional language. Surprisingly enough, transformed programs are a subset of programs in this language that do not need the full power of unification! There are two immediate applications of our approach to formalizing and making explicit the code for demand propagation.
The first application is a novel implementation of lazy evaluation that can be viewed as a RISC approach to lazy evaluation.
Conventional parallel implementations of lazy evaluation, such as AMPS and Rediflow [16, 15] , are based on literal graph reduction in which demand propagation is the responsihility of the interpreter and is, therefore, 'hidden' from view. The transformations given in this paper formalize demand propagation and make demand propagation code explicit in programs, thereby opening it up to compiler optimizations. Some initial results are reported by Amamiya et al [181 who have optimized demand propaga.tion code in traduced by an algorithm similar to the one described in Section. 3 of this paper.
Another advantage of our approach is that the runtime system is simplified since it does not have to worry about demand propagation. The reader may find it useful to draw an analogy between our approach and Curien's work on the categori. cal abstract machine which formalizes and makes explicit environment manipulaticnls, thereby exposing them to optimization [7] .
A f ur tt ier advantage of our approach over literal graph reduction is that in our system, the code of a function can be shared by many of its invocations.
In contrast, graph reduction is fundamentally an interpretive mechanism involving the replaceinent of code by data; therefore, each funrtion invocation must get its copy of the function body. The overhead of copying code can be a severe drawback, especially in a parallel environment. [R,8; , the differences between them, for the most part, are not relevant to our discussion. Therefore, we will carry out our development without reference to any particular nlodel. and in the final section! discuss an implementation on the tagged-token dataflow interpreter [R] .
The dataflow graph for a frrnction in an F program is ohtaiued by drawing a node for each definition in the body of the function, labeling the node with the function on the righthand side of the definition. labeling its outputs with the ideutifiers on the lefthand sitle on the definition and connecting these outprrts to nodes which use them. For definitions of the form E --y. tire node is labeled with the &nti!y operator.
For expository purposes, we will assume that nodes that represent appliration of a user-defined function, such as fi, are labeled apply fi. Figure  X (b) shows the dataflow graph for the F program considered earlier.
The operational behavior of dataflow graphs is specified by means of 'firing rules' which describe the actions of nodes when they receive tokens on one or more of their inputs.
Rather than describe the firing rules formally, we will use the graph of Figure  2 (b) to explain the operational behavior of dataflow graphs. Suppose that function fis called with two arguments el and e2. These arguments are evaluated in parallel until one of them (say e2) produces a value -i.e., generates a token. When the apply foperator receives this token, it creates a copy of the dataflow graph for fand assumes responsibility for the forwarding of arguments and the returning of results -in effect, the dataflow graph for fgets spliced into the original graph in place of the apply foperator. Once this is done, operators in the body of fcan begin to execute. The token carrying the value of y is duplicated by the fork-~? operator and sent to the > operator and the sq operator. The sq operator can execute, producing a token carrying the value of c. When the constant operator labeled 4 executes, it produces a token carrying the value 4 as output' -this value is squared to produce a token carrying the value of b. When the i operator receives the values of c and yl, it fires, computing the value of the predicate p. Depending on the value of the predicate, the cond operator produces a token carrying either the value of 6 OF the value of c. This value is returned to the caller as the result of the function application.
It is important to realize that. co7&is non-strict -for example, if p is trve, and the value of b has been produced, the cond operator can produce the output without waiting for the value of c. If and when the value of c is computed, the cond operator executes again and simply absorbs the token at its input without producing any outout.
----'The implcmrntation sends a dummy ts>krn to each constant operator in a function graph whrn thr function is invlokrd, which causes it to fire and produce the appropriate constant.
We now discuss the implementation of the data structure operations.
The con.so[). rator requires careful treatment in dataflow to ensure that non-strict semantics are respected. C'onsider a definition z = cons(a,b) where b is the output of some non-terminating computation. To be faithful to non-strict semantics, the value of u must be available to the consumers of z even though the value of b is never produced.
Thus, the cons operator cannot wait for both of its input before firing.
This difficulty is circumvented by allocating storage for data structures in a special structure storage called I-struclure storugc [2] . The first time a cons operator receives an input, it allocates a cons cell in I-structure storage, stores the value it received in the appropriate field of this cell and outputs a token carrying the address of the cell. Subsequently, if a token is received on the other input, its value is stored in the other field of this cell. A car or a cdr operation executes when it receives a token carrying the address of some cell in structure memory -the appropriate field of this cell is read and the value is output.
There is potential for a read-before-write hazard here since a car or a c& operation may be executed on a cons cell before a value has been stored in that field. This hazard is avoided with the help of a smart structure controller: if an attempt is made to read an empty field, the controller defers the access until the corresponding write occurs.
Notice that at most one token flows down an arc in the dataflow graph.
We will exploit this fact when we discuss a concrete implementation on the tagged-token dataflow machine.
2.3
Denotational Semantics
.iz denotational semantics for F programs is straightforward.
Let A be the domain of atoms and let V be the domain that satisfies the equation V = il 9 V Y V. The coalesced sum is required because there is no difference operationally between .L and cons@, I) (we have chosen to allocate storage for a cons cell only if at least one of its inputs has been produced; other choices are possible and these will be discussed in Section 1). Let the operators +, *, ..cons, CCW, cdr, etc. have their usual interpretation in this domain. fork-n is interpreted as a function froni V to V" which acts as the iderrtity furrction on each component of its range. A function fi with i inputs and j outputs can be interpreted as a monotonic and continuous function from V' to Vj. The program is interpreted as a set of equations to be solved for the denotations of fZ, fS'..fm.
It is a standard result that such a set of equations has a least solution, which gives the meaning of the program.
Using a result of Kahn [14] , it can be shown that the results produced by a dataflow interpretation of an F program are consistent with the d&rotational semantics of the program. This is subject to two caveats. The first caveat is that there must be some notion of fair schedul-ing: the execution of a node that is ready to fire cannot be postponed indefinitely.
The second caveat has to do with constant functions -i.e., user-defined functions that produce some constant value as output regardless of their inputs. The firing rule that we have described for function application invokes the function when at least one of its actual parameters has been computed. This means that a function application of the form f(a), where a is the output of some non-terminating computation, would never be performed; if f is a constant function, this would not be in consonance with the denotational semantics of h This is not a serious problem since such functions can always be compiled to take an additional parameter which is a constant supplied by the imptementation ('trigger'). Thus, the dataflow interpreter is faithful to non-strict semantics and will produce correct results. However, this is cold comfort -if the programmer uses the non-strict cons to define infinite data objects, the dataflow interpreter may eventually produce the results of the program but it would perform an unbounded amount of computation over what would have beeti performed by a lazy interpreter! We will fix this problem over the next few sections.
3
Functional Demand Propagation
To give the reader an intuitive feel for our techniques, we first show hdw unnecessary computation can be avoided in the program of Figure 2 . We then discuss our transformation which is a systematic way of achieving this effect for any F program.
This transformation is similar to the one discussed in [ZO] .
Introducing

Demand Propagation Code
To prevent the dataflow interpreter from performing unnecessary computation, it is necessary to 'control' the flow of data in such a way that an operator receives data on its inputs only if it has been established that its output is required to produce the result of the program. Let us see how this can be achieved for the program in Figure 2 . To avoid unnecessary computation, the SQ operator whose output is 6 must receive a token carrying the value 4 only if the predicate p is true. The value of y is needed to compute p, but a token carrying this value should sent to the sq operator that produces the value of c only if p is false. This is achieved by the transformed program shown in Figure 3 which milnics the way a lazy interpreter propagates demands. The 'backward' graph, called the demand graph, is responsible for demand propagation.
For every line z in the original graph, there is a demand line labeled dz (&mand line for z). Demand lines will be shown as thick lines to distinguish them from data lines. Tokens carrying a distinguished value d (for demand) flow on lines in the demand graph. The transformation ensures that a data token flows on line 1: only if a demand token has been produced on line'&. To reduce the complexity of the figures, fwk: and identity operators in the demand graph are not shown explicit1.v -an implicit fork operator is present wherever there is fan-out in the demand graph. This causes a demand token to be generated on line dp which generates demand tokens on lines dz and dyl. The token on line dz is returned to the caller where it causes the value of z to be computed.
The token on line dyl causes the lub-2 operator to fire. ?'he hb-2 operator combines demands for the outputs of the fork into demand for the input of the forlc. It produces a demand token at its output the first time it' receives a demand token on one of its inputs.
Subsequently, tokens received on other inputs are consumed without any output (as we will see, this operator can be described denotationally by the least upper bound function). Thus, a demand token is produced on line dy which causes the value of y to be computed.
The token carrying the value of y must be sent to the Y1 opesaior but not to the operator labeled sq unless the predicate p turns out to be SaIse. This is accomplished by the gate operators shown as ~3 in the graph. The gate operator behaves like a E; cotnbinatos that is strict in both of its arguments:
it has two inputs and it outputs the t,oken it receives it on its first input when it receives a token on its second input. dc Thus, a token carrying the value of y is output on line ~1 but not 011 Figure 4 . Each definition in the source program is replaced with new definition (s) as shown in this figure. ' We leave it to the reader to verify that the dataflow graph shown in Figure 3 is obtained by applying this transformation to the program in Figure  2 . It is obvious from Figure  3 that there is considerable scope for optimization in the demand graph.
These optimizations and their relation to strictness analysis will be discussed in Section 4.
The approach introduced above can be extended easily to data structures built from the non-strict cons. Demand for an atomic value (such as an integer or boolean) was represented by a token carrying the atomic value d. Similarly, a structure consisting of d values can be used to represent demand for the elements of a data structure, For example, if z is the data structure cons(Z,con.s(Z,con.s(3,...))) (Le., the infinite list of integers), the demand structure represents demand for the first and third elements of z3 Given this intuition, the demand propagation code shown for data structure operations in Figure 4 should be easy to comprehend. If dz is the demand for the output of the cons, car(dz) gives the demand for the left input of the cons and cdr(dz) gives the demand for the right input of the cons. The car operator never makes a demand for the cdr of its input; therefore, if dz is the demand for its output, the demand for its input is simply cons(dz,I).
Similar considerations apply to the cdr operator.
Lub operators, that were introduced to combine demands at forks, must be extended to work on demand structures:
for example, if cons(d,l) and cons (i, cons(l, cons(d,l) are the demands for the outputs of a fork4, the lub operator must combine them and produce the demand structure cons (d , cons(i, cons(d,L) as the demand for the input of the fork.
'We have permitted ours~lvzs a little flzxihility in the syntax of transformed programs -we do not introduce forbop~rators cxpliritlv on demand lines. In the actual implementation, constant operators are handled a little differently -in Figure  3 , the line da would actually be input to the operator labeled 4 and this operator would produce a token carrying the value 4 when it received a 'd' tcjkrn on its input. To avoid having to introduce yet another oprraror in transformed programs, we have chosen the current presentat ion 3There is no notion of isiuing a single atomic demand for all the elements of a data structure This problem arises operationally only in programs which are not type correct -if one output of a fork receives a demand for a scalar while another receives a demand for some elements of a data structure, the demands cannot be 'merged together in any sensible way. To handle this tec.hnically, we add an over-defined element T to 'D which is above all elements of V. If we let D be this new domain, the operators gate, switch and lub-n can be interpreted as follows: 
Discussion
The transformation described in this section has demonstrated that the various aspects of lazy evaluation, such as suspension of computations, demand propagatron anal ensuriug that suspended computations are done at most once, can he achieved in the dataflow model by introducing demand propagatiou code explicitly into progratns. On the otller hand, the need for demand structures and for a lub operator that, in effect, performs unification of demand structures is puzzling because these notions are absent in reduction based implementations of lazy evaluation.
A plausible conclusion is that lazy evaluation is tied up intimately with the notion of reduction, so any attempt to model it in a system that does not permit over-writing of code with data must introduce some idiosyncrasies which are a reflection of the system rather than the phenomenon being modeled. However, this 'fatalistic' conclusion does not provide any insight and in fact, is overly pessimistic.
En the next section, we show that the need for demand structures arises from the 'functional' nature of the transformation of Figure  4 ; a new transformation for which the target language is a functional language enriched with logic variables ehminates the need for demand structures and their unification.
Using Logic Variables for Demand Propagation
Logic variables can be incorporated into func.tional languages in a variety of styles. In this section, we adopt the approach taken in our earlier work on Id Yotivea$5\. We then show how these variables can he used profitably for demand propagation.
Logic Variables and Functional Languages
In a functional language, data structures are values which are defined as the result of evaluating a single applicative expression.
For example, the evaluation of the ML expression val z 2: { r.ame = 'Miranda', age = 2, used = true} allocates stc;rage for a record with three fields name, age and used, stores the specified values into these fields and hinds the identifier E to this record. Once the record has been created, it carmot he mutated In imperative languages, on the other hand, the usual pro.
gramming style is to use a command to allocate storage for a data structure and then use other commands to write into this storage. Moreover, the freedom to 'sideeffect' a data structure is absolute and an element of a data structure may hold many different values river the lifetime of the data structure.
Logic variables are a compromise between these two extremes; intuitively, they provide the programmer with 'write-once' storage. As in imperative languages, storage for a data structure may be allocated without specifying the values of its elements.
However, once an element of a data structure has acquired a value, it cannot he reassigned to another value later in the program.
For example, in a language like Id Nouveau, the programmer can write . . . . x = {name = ?, age = ?, used = ?};
x.name = 'Miranda';
x.age = 2;
. . . .
x.used = true;
Storage for the record is allocated by the first statement, while the values of its fields are defined by the other statements.
In logic prog;ramming parlance, this is explained using 'logic variables': when the record is allocated, the fields are initialized to 'logic variables' (say LZ, L2 and L3) which are irriti<ally rrnbound.
Logic variables are hound to values as the result of execution of other statements in the program. Biutlings of logic vari-ables are permanent -for example, if a record with unbound logic variables is passed as a parameter to a function which binds some of them, these bindings stay in effect even after the execution of the function has terminated. This has the flavor of 'call-by-reference in imperative lauguage. Irnlike in irtrperative languages, though, a logic variable cannot be redefined once it has acquire<1 a value. Looked at another way, each statement in the program shown above is a constraint that gives partial information about the value of z and the intersection of these constraints defines the value of z. Thus, the first statement is a constraint that is satisfied by any record with three fields name, age and ,used. The second statement is a constraint that is satisfied by any record whose name field contains the string 'M&n&'.
-4 similar interpretation holds for the other statements. By intersecting these constraints, we can deduce that z must be the record {name = 'Mirunda', age = 2, used = true}. Thus, the record obtains its value not by the execution of a single expression but the co-operative effort of a number of statements in the program. The view-point of constraints provides a nice rationale for the prohibition of multiple assignments to record fields: if the programmer wrote z.age = 5'; z.age = 3, the program should return the value 'error' since there is no record that satisfies both constraints.
A benign case of multiple assignment occurs when a constraint occurs more than once in the program. It is permitted to write z.age = 2in two places in the program since there is no contradiction in repeating the same constraint.
Appropriately enough, we will call these data structures 'monotonic records': they are objects whose state changes as the program executes, but each state change increases the information in the object.
To understand how programs in such a language can be executed, let us replace the functional cons in language F with monotonic records and discuss how these programs can be executed on a dataflow interpreter. For our purpose, we do not need general records; therefore, we will introduce a single kindof monotonic record with four fields car, cdr, d-cur ant1 d-Cdr. The role of the d-cur and d-cdr fields will become clear later in this section. Figure 5 shows the syntax of this hybrid language, language FL. A record is allot ated by the L-cons operation (for Logical cons). Unlike the. fmctional cons operation, this operation does not have any arguments since the values of the fields of a monotonic record do not have to be specified at the time of allocation.
If z is a monotonic record, its fields may be read by the selection operations X.CUT, x.cdr, x.d-car and x.d-Cdr. The fields may be given values by definitions of the form z.car = e where e is some expression.
To implement FL programs on a dataflow interpreter, we need a structure memory similar to I-structure memory, which was discussed in Section 2.2, and dataflow nodes for allocating, reading and writing monotonic records.
The L-cons operation is translated to a node labeled aEZocate in the dataflow graph, which allocates a program ::= fl(id ,.., id) = letrec def...def in id ,..., id . . The definition z.car = y is translated into a node labeled unify-car which has two inputs x and y. When this node receives tokens on both its inputs, it executes, sending a write request to the structure memory.
The value of y is unified with the value stored in the car field; If unfication fails, the entire program aborts.
The un&car operator has no output since its purpose is to store a value into the car field of a record. The expression r.car is translated into a dataflow node labeled cur with input z. When this operator receives a pointer to a record, it executes and sends a read request for the car field of z. If the car field has not been written into, the structure memory delays this request until the write happens s The translation of operations on the other fields of a record are similar.
We are currently working on a denotational semantics for this language. Coming up with an abstract senrantics for this language is a rather delicate problem because the mixture of concurrency fin the operational semantics) and the instantiation of logic variables (which appears like a benign form of a global side-effect) is rather difficult to model abstractly.
We mention only that we use the viewpoint of constraints described earlier to give abstract meanings to programs. Prolog ;Zlj. The main difference is that our logic variables arv 'rradonly' by default, and no special syntax is required to get read-only behavior.
Demand propagation
To understand the relevance of monotonic records to demand propagation, it is useful to consider the following analogy. A graduate student has a committee of three professors and to get his degree, he has to fulfill the demands that all three professors make on him. How does he go about figuring out what the professors demand of him? One way is to let each professor make up a list of his demands.
Some activities may be demanded by more than one professor (presumably, 'write your thesis' is in all three lists) while others may be in only one list ('teach CS999 while I'm way'). To figure out the requirements for graduation, the student must 'merge' all the three lists together, eliminating duplicate demands. This is analogous to the functional solution of Figure 4 . How can the merging of demand lists be avoided? One way is for the student to make out a single 'check-list' of all the activities he can perform, with a box next to each item on this list. This list is circulated to all three professors who make their demands known by placing an 'X' in the appropriate boxes.
To figure out what is expected of him, the student can simply read this checklist -by eliminating separate demand lists, we eliminate the need for merging these lists together.
How can we use this analogy for the problem of propagating demands in F programs? tnstead of requiring that each consumer of a data structure generate a separate demand structure, there must be a single demand structure which is defined co-operatively by all the consumers. In fact, we can go further and combine the data structure and the demand structure into a single, composite structure that has both data values and demand values in it. This is achieved by implementing a cons cell as a monotonic record of four fields d-car, car, d-c& and cdr (for demand for car, car. ptc.). This record should be thought of as a 'mail-bax' shared by the producer and the consumers.
The mail-box is allocated by the producer and a pointer to this mailbox is passed to any consumer that wishes to make a demand. The d-car and d-cdr fields of the mail-box are read by the producer to monitor demands from the consumers. A consumer that wants the value of the COT field writes the value 'd' in the d-car field and reads the car field of the record. The 'd' value written in the d-car field is read by the producer which propagates this demand to the computation responsible for producing the value of the car field. When this value is computed, the producer writes it in the car field of the mail-box from where it is read by the consumer. Multiple demands for the car or cdr of a cons-cell show up as multiple writes of the value 'd' into the d-car or d-cdr field. This can be handled by a trivial case of unification which checks that these constants are indeed the same.
With this intuitive picture in mind, let us examine the new transformation shown in Figure 6 which shows how demand propagation code is introduced into F programs. As before, if 1: is an atomic value, a demand token on line dz represents a demand for its value. If z is the output of a cons operation, a demand token on line dz represents a demand for allocation of the 'mail-box' through which demands and data are to be communicated.
There are no demand structures -so the problem of unifying, them does not arise. Not surprisingly, Ithe differences'between this transfortnation and the earllier one shown in Figure 4 show up only in the demand propagation code for data structures.
Let us look at the code for the ~071s. The mail-box is allocated when a demand arrives for the output of the cons and a pointer to this mail-box is produced as output.
Read requests a.re sent to the d-car and d-cdr fields to monitor demands from the consumers; if and when these fields are written into by the consumers, these demands are propagated to y and z respectively. Once y or z is computed, its value is written in the appropriate field of the mail-box. Note that the car and cdr fields are written into at most once. Let us now examine the code for the car operation.
X demand for the output of the car operation is propagated as a demand for the input of the CQT -i.e., a demand is made for the allocation of the mail-box. When a pointer to this rnailbox is received, a d value is written into the d-car field and a read request is serlt for the car field. If the d-cc11 field was empty (i.e., this is the first demand for the cur Figure 6: Using Logic variables t%r Demand Propagation field), the d-car field gets set to the value d, the producer reads this value and the computation for the car field is begun. If the d-car field already had the value d in it, the write request is discarded. The value of the car field is returned when it is written into by the producer. Figure 7 shows a fragment of an F function and the dataflow graph for the transformed program. For convenience, we will refer to the car operator whose output is labeled p as the car-p operator;
car-q will stand for the other car operator. The allocate operator executes when the function is invoked producing a pointer to a record in structure memory. Let us refer to this record as R. The token carrying this pointer is held at the gate operator until a demand is made either for p or for Q. Suppose a demand is made for p. The demand token on line dp is propagated by the lub-2 operator to the gate operator, which causes a token carrying a pointer to R to appear on line z and then on line xl. A 'd' value is written in the d-car field of R, thereby posting a read request for the car field. This value is read by the d-cur operator and a demand token is produced on line da. As a result, a token carrying the value '5' is sent to the unify-car operator.
This operator executes, storing the value 5 in the car field of R. This value is returned to the car-p operator which produces a token carrying the value 5 on line p. Subsequently, if a detnand token is sent on line Q, a token carrying a pointer to R is produced on line ~2. The value d is written into iIre IL-car field of R, but this write is ignored. The car-q ape ator executes, produciug the value 5 on line q. Since the source language is a functional language, multiple writes cannot occur in the car and cdr fields of monotonic records in transformed programs. It is straight-forward to extend the transformation of Figure  6 to other constructs such as a. nil constructor and higher-order functions.
Let us enrich the source language with a constructor nil and an is-nil? function which returns true if its argument is nil and false otherwise. Suppose z = is-nil?(y) is a definition in the source program and y is the output of a cons operator. How would a demand for z be propagated to a demand for y? The functional demand propagation algorithm runs into difficulties because demands can be made only for the elements of y, but these elements are of no interest to the is-nil? function.
Using the new approach, demand propagation is straight-forward -the demand propagation code is simply dy = dz. Propagating a demand token on line dy will cause the address of a mail-box to be produced on line y and the is-nil? operator executes, producing false as the output.
E1ight.rorder functious pose no problems since they can be treated like the cons operation.
We assurue that all functions are curried and that lambda-lifting has been done [13] . If (f u) is a partial application, a demand for its output is propagated as a demand for f. When the value off is obtained, its arity is checked. If the arity is one, the function application is carried out; otherwise, a mail-box is allocated (this is like an apply node in the Gmachine) and the value of f is written into the cur field of the mail-box.
The d-cdr and cdr fields are used to communicate data and demand for the argument a. In this section, we describe two applications of the transformation of Figure  6 . First, we show how this transformation can be used to implement lazy evaluation on a real dataflow machine. Second, we discuss some connections with algorithms for strictness analysis.
5.1 Implementing lazy evaluation on a dataflow machine Apart from two minor complications, it is straightforward to implement the transformation described in the previous section on the tagged-token dataflow machine [2] .
I-structure memory as originally defined did not permit multiple writes into the fields of a record. The transformation described above requires multiple writes into the d-car and d-cdr fields to be handled by a trivial case of unification (unification of constants). This involves a minor change to I-structure memory. Secondly, dataflow instructions in this machine do not have any local 'state' associated with them that carries information from one firing to the next.
Examining the transformation of Figure  6 , we set* that there are two operators which have such state: 'nxd and lub. As we have described it, con$ fires twice, once to produce the output and once to absorb the input that was not needed. This means that the value of the predicate must be stored somewhere from one firing to the next. Notice though that under lazy evaluation, the cond operator is not required since a token wilt arrive only the input that is needed to produce the output of the cond operator. Thus, in the implementation, the cond operator is eliminated and its two data inputs are 'tied together' (i.e., they become the same line in the dataflow graph). Similarly, the lub operator cannot be implemented as a primitive since information that a d token has been produced must be carried from one firing to the next. The Ab operator is implemented using The tagged token dataflow machine permits different invocations of a function to share the same code by tagging tokens to distinguish tokens belonging to one activation from those belonging to another. The execution of programs produced by the transformation of Figure 6 is compatible with tag manipulation on the dataflow machine -notice that during function invocation, at most one token flows down an arc in the dataflow graph for the function.
Garbage collection poses an interesting problem in this implementation.
Dataflow graphs for data-driven execution have the self-cleaning property \4j once co~npu-tation has terminated in some function activation, no tokens are left behind. This is useful because tokens are held in an associative store (called thr waiting-matching section) and space in this store is limited.
ITnfortunately, dataflow graphs generated by our transformation are not self-cleaning -for example, if a demand is made only by one output of a fork but not the other, a token will sit at the gate operator unlass it is *garbage collected'. While it possible to come up with schemes for collecting such tokens, recent developments in the architecture have made the problem moot. To circumvent the problem of building a large associative store, the tagged token dataflow machine has been redesigned so that a waitingmatching section is not required.
Instead, an activation record in ordinary memory is assigned to each function activation. This is very much like a stack frame in conventional implementations of sequential languages, and holds operand values during the execution of the function activation.
In this architecture, activation records can be garbage collected with structure memory.
Comparison with Graph Reduction
In contrast to our work, current efforts in the implementation of lazy evaluation are based on literal graph reduction.
These projects originate in the seminal work of Keller and Lindstrom in their AMPS and Rediflow systems [l6,15] .
Literal graph reduction is an interpretive mechanism in which code is overwritten with data as the program executes. In AMPS, the program is stored as a directed graph of instructions in which each instruction has an opcode, pointers to other instructions that produce its operands and two bits called the 'demand bit' and the 'ready' bit. The output of an instruction is demanded by putting its address on a global 'demand list' (task queue). A free processor picks up this instruction, sets its demand bit and attempts to execute it. If the operands of this instruction have not been computed, their addresses are themselves placed on the demand list and the instruction is discarded. When an instruction is evaluated, it is over-written by the result and the 'ready bit' of the instruction is set. Addresses of instructions that are waiting for this result are placed on a 'result list', thereby rescheduling them. for execution. The demand bit is used to ensure that an instruction is not queued repeatedly on the demand queue.
In contrast to graph reduc.t.ion. our system is a 'RISC' approach to lazy evaluation.
In,itead of hiding demand propagation code in the interpreter, we expose it to the compiler. This simplifies the design of the processor since the processor can deal with demands and data uniformly -both demands and data are carried on tokens and an instruction is scheduled when it receives a token, regard-less of whether the token represents data or demand. In essence, we have merged the 'demand list' and 'result list', which simplifies the design of the processor considerably. Once demand propagation code is exposed explicitly by the compiler, it can be subjected to standard program optimizations\l$].
The d-car and d-cdr fields in our approach play a role similar to demand bits in AMPS. However, we introduce them only at forlcs and in data structures;
i.e., where data is shared, rather than in every instruction.
Therefore, checking the demand bit does not have to part of the instruction execution cycle for every instruction.
A further advantage of our approach is that instructions are not over-written by data. This permits different invocations of a function to share the same copy of code, provided tokens are 'tagged' to distinguish tokens belonging to one activation from those that belong to other activations. This is an advantage over literal graph reduction, since the amount of code that needs to be copied is much less. Besides RISC, other work in the same spirit as ours is Curien's work on the categorical abstract machine which formalizes environment manipulation ['ij and exposes it in program code. This opens up environment manipulation to many interesting optimizations.
5.3
Connections with Strictness Analysis One problem with coinpletely lazy evaluation is that parallelism is limited (61. We emphasize that this is a problenl in our implementation as much as it is in an implementation based on graph reduction.
On the other hand, the advantage of exposing demand propagation rode is that this code becomes subject to standard program optimization which can take the place of strictness analysis. Examining the program in Figure 3 , we see that there is considerable scope for optimization. At runtime, a 'd! token must flow on line do to indicate demand for the output of the function.
Using constant propagation, we see that the Iub-2 operator and the gate operator on line yi can be removed, and that the demancl on line do can be propagated directly to dz and dy. A similar conclusion can be drawn using 'strictness analysis' [6,11: of this program. Traditionally, strictness analysis algorithms have been based on abstract interpretation, but their complexity can be exponential in the size of the program. We believe that it should be possible to view strictness analysis as an optimization of the demand propagation graph, using standard techniques such as constant propagation and value subsumption [I] . Results in this direction are reported by Amamiya et al who have used global dataflow analysis to optimize the demand propagation code generated by our functional transformation [W It is possible that viewing backward analysis in terms of optimization of demand propagation code may simplify the presentation. Moreover, the improved demand propagation algorithm shown in Figure 6 suggests that this analysis might profitably be performed in a language with logic variables. We are currently investigating this problem.
Conclusions
This paper provides a new approach to the old problem of efficient analysis and implementation of laziness. Lazy evaluation of functional language programs is usually implemented by literal graph reduction in which demand propagation is hidden away in the interpreter. We offer an alternative implementation based on the dataflow model in which demand propagation code is introduced explicitly by the compiler. This simplifies the design of the processor and also opens the way to optimizations of demand propagation code. Interestingly, demand propagation code can be introduced in two very different ways -a purely functional way and another, more efficient way in which logic variables play a crucial role. It is possible that strictness analysis can be viewed in terms of conventional optimizations of the demand propagation code introduced by the compiler. These results illustrate once again the importance of logic variables. 
